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1. In troduct ion 
Many authors have discussed criteria for insensitivity in continuous time Generalized 
Semi-Markov Processes (GSMPs) or other similar structures (see, for example, König and 
.Jansen [6], Schassberger [8], [9], [10] and [11], Kelly [7], Franken et al. [4], Burman [1], 
Henderson [5], Whit t le [13] and [14], and Taylor [11]). Such criteria usually take the form 
of partial balance equations which must be satisfied by the GSMP when all its lifetimes 
are taken to be exponential. 
However the subject of insensitivity in discrete time GSMPs appears to have been 
discussed by only a few authors. Daduna and Schassberger [2] showed that a round robin 
queue with general service times has a product form stationary distribution. In [3] they 
also discussed product form in a discrete time network of queues with a first come first 
served discipline at nodes with geometrie service times and so-called doubly stochastic 
disciplines at nodes with type dependent deterministic service times. In both cases their 
queues were assumed to operate according to quite restrictive rules, principally disallowing 
the possibility of multiple lifetimes dying at the same time. 
In this paper we use a general model for a discrete time GSMP and derive necessary 
and sufficiënt criteria for there to exist an invariant measure with product form. Unlike the 
queueing network model of Daduna and Schassberger it is possible for multiple lifetimes 
to die simultaneously in our GSMP. The model is set up in Section 2 and the main results 
proved in Sections 3 and 4. Some examples are discussed in Section 5. 
2. T h e m o d e l 
The model used in this section is a discrete time version of that discussed by König 
and Jansen [6] and Schassberger [10]. 
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Consider a discrete time process which moves on a set of states G. Incorporated in each 
state g G G are active elements from a set S. With a customary abuse of notation we use 
g to denote also the set of active elements associated with the state g. When the element 
o becomes alive, it is allocated a nominal lifetime sampled from a discrete distribution 
F„(.) with probability mass function /„(.) and with finite mean \ia independently of any 
other lifetimes which may become alive at tha t time. At each time point, with probability 
c(s, g) each element of a subset s C g has one unit worked off its residual lifetime and 
the lifetimes of the elements of g \ s are unaffected. If the residual service requirement of 
one or more elements is reduced to zero at this time, then those elements will die and the 
process will make a transition to a state h. If the active elements of the subset s2 C s 
die, the process moves to the state I i 3 g \ s 2 with probability p (g ,S2 , s , h ) with the set 
si = h \ (g \ S2) of elements being activated. We write So = s \ s2 for the set of elements 
which have a unit worked off their residual lifetimes without these thereby being reduced 
to zero. 
R e m a r k 
The possibilities g = h and s = 0 are not excluded in the transitions described 
above. In particular allowing the choice s = 0 allows greater economy in modelling than 
is offered by the Standard continuous time GSMP model (see Schassberger [10]). In the 
Standard model the set S of lifetimes is divided up into sets S ' of exponentially distributed 
lifetimes and sets S* of generally distributed lifetimes. In many situations the exponentially 
distributed lifetimes are used as "triggers" to activate generally distributed lifetimes. (For 
example, a Poisson arrival to a queue activates a generally distributed service time.) The 
necessity to do this arises from the fact that in the Standard continuous time formulation 
transitions only occur when a lifetime dies. In contrast our discrete time formulation 
allows lifetimes to be created a t a t ime point even if no other lifetimes have died. Such a 
formulation is equivalent to having a set of geometrically distributed lifetimes triggering 
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these transitions but is more efficiënt. 
Supplement the states g with a vector of lifetimes x, where xa > 1 is the residual 
lifetime of an active element a € g and x„ = 0 for o £ S \ g. Then the process with 
supplemented states is a Markov chain. A transition from state (g,x) to state (h,y) is 
possible only if g is of the form (h \ Si) U S2 with the set of residual lifetimes x of the form 
x = y + e ( s 0 ) - y i + e ( s 2 ) 
for some So Q g\si. (Here e(t) is the vector with a one in each position er € t and zeros 
elsewhere and yi is the vector of freshly created lifetimes corresponding to si.) 
In this notation, the Markov chain has transition probabilities 
9((g,x) , (h ,y)) = c ( s 2 U s o , ( h \ s 1 ) U s 2 ) p ( ( h \ s 1 ) U s 2 , s 2 , s 2 U s 0 , h ) [ J fa(ya) (2.1) 
and equilibrium equations 
* ( h . y ) = £ E E T((h\«i)us2,x) 
s iChsoCh\s! s2CS\(h\s!) , . 
x c(s0 U s 2 , ( h \ s 1 ) U s 2 ) p ( ( h \ s 1 ) U s 2 , s 2 , s 0 U s 2 , h ) J J fa(ya) 
where x = y + e(s0) - yi + e(s2). 
We are interested in the case when there exists a solution to equations (2.2) with 
product form over the supplementary variables. That is to say, when 
r0(y0) 7r(h, y) = 7r(h) n 
Ueh ^ 
(h € G), (2.3) 
where r^y) — Yln>y fo(n)- Before proceeding to examine this case, we shall derive Propo-
sition 1 below which conveniently encapsulates the notion of insensitivity. To this end, we 
first define the set of lifetimes 
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and, for each o € S, the set of distributions 
Propos i t ion 1 
1=1 
Let (h ,y) be a supplemented state for which ya > 1 Vt7 € h \ T and yc = 1 Ver £ h n T . 
Then it is necessary and sufficiënt for (at ; k C h ) to be a solution to 
E ö k 
kCh 
n Mr) I I r°(y° + 1) = 0 Vf* € 9. (a €h)VkC h, (2.4) (r€h\k 
with (aj<) not depending on {f„} except possibly through the naeans {fit,; er £ h}, that 
ak = o vrekch. (2.5) 
We observe that the constraint that f„ is a probability mass function with mean \xa can 
be expressed as the conditions that ra is a non-negative and monotone non-increasing 
function satisfying 
r„( l ) = 1 (2.6) 
and 
£*v(0 = /*«,- (2-7) 
J>i 
If \i„ = 1 this necessarily means that 
r<T(l) = 0 W > 1. 
3 . Proof of Proposi t ion 1 
(2.8) 
Firstly note that n«reh\k r*(y<r + 1) = 0 for all k ^ T ° n account of (2.8). Sufficiency 
follows immediately. 
For necessity observe that equations (2.5) may be written as 
II K(v») - r°(y° +!)) I ] «k 
TCkCh ürek 
11 *v(y„ + i) = o (kch) . (3.1) 
J «reh\k 
Since \ia > 1 for all er € h \ T there exists for each such er a net (f<r,t]t 6 I ) C $ c 
such that 
(a) for each t 
r „ , « ( J - l ) > r9tt(l) > r„ | t(Z + l ) > ra>t(ï + 2) 
for / = y„ and also for some / = y'a > ya + 1; 
(b) by varying the choice of t, the values r„tt(l) and r„tt(l + 1) can be varied continuously 
and independently over non-trivial intervals J„, «7*, with the mean constraint (2.7) 
being maintained through simultaneous variations of rVit(y'a), r<r,t(y'cr + IJ-
l t follows from the elementary properties of analytic functions in several complex 
variables that the coëfficiënt of each distinct multinomial 
n*) n *: 
in the multilinear form 
E 
TCkCh 
Ok nc*'-^) 
<r€k 
n 
<76A\k 
must vanish, tha t is, 
Y^ «m(-l) | m X k | = 0 ( V T C k C h ) . 
m:kCmCh 
(3.2) 
An induction on |h \ k | establishes that each au. = 0. The basis, with k = h , is trivial. For 
the inductive step, the assumption am = 0 for all m D k gives a\t =• 0 immediately from 
(3.2). D 
The proposition can be paraphrased as saying that the functionals 
n Mr) 
.«rek 
n »v(V'+i) 
J <r6h\k 
for T C k C h are linearly independent. 
4. T h e balance condi t ions 
T h e o r e m 1 
A necessary and sufficiënt condition for the supplemented discrete-time GSMP to have 
an invariant measure of the form (2.3) is that the equations 
7r(h) _ ^ ^ 7 r ( ( h \ S l ) U s 2 ) , 
= E E ^ ( h \ k , s 2 , ( h \ s 1 ) U s 2 ) (4.1) n ^ ' «tcksscsvhxso n v* 
«eh s 6 ( h \ s i ) U s 2 
have a solution when taken over all h and T C k C h , where 
* ( h \ k , s 2 , ( h \ s 1 ) U s 2 ) = ^2 c ( s 0 U s 2 , ( h \ s i ) U s 2 > ( h \ s 1 U s 2 , S 2 , S o U s 2 , h ) . 
s 0 C h \ k 
P r o o f 
States ( h , y ) with y„ > 1 for o £ h f l T are transient in the supplemented GSMP. 
Thus we need only consider states in which ya = 1 for o G h D T. On substitution of 
the product form (2.3) into the equilibrium equations (2.2) for such states, noting that 
n<res r«r(l) = 1) * n e right hand side becomes 
7 r ( ( h \ S l ) U s 2 ) E E E
 n 
- c ( s 0 U s 2 , ( h \ s i ) U s 2 ) 
a€(h \ s i )Us 2 
x p ( ( h \ s i ) U s 2 , S 2 , s o U s 2 , h ) 
Now write 
n MV») II r°(y* +!) 
,tr£s0 
(4.2) 
II r"(y^ 
<reh\(sjUs0) 
n r°(y°)= n MV»+o+/»(»»)] 
ff€h\(siUs0) <rgh\(siUs0) 
E 
wCh\(s iUso) 
n M') II r°(y° +!) 
<reh\(aiUs0Uw) 
in (4.2) and change the order of summation to get 
E E E TT 
wChstChXwsoChVwUsOsjCSXChXst) H P 
a€(h\« i )Us 2 
n M') 
£ ,("'),,')u'l)c(«,uii,(M».)u,) 
x p((h \ S Ï ) U s 2 , s 2 , s 0 U s 2 , h ) 
<r€h\(siUw) 
Make the substitution k = Si U w in (4.3) to derive 
E E E E *«hw^)c(SoUS2i(hWUS2) 
kChsjCksoChXksjCSVhXsi) J.1 V» 
«€(h\si)Us2 
x p((h \ sj) U s2, s2 ,s0 U s2, h) n MVJ 
(4.3) 
II ^(ya + i). 
U e k J ff£h\(k) 
Also expand the left hand side of (2.2) with (2.3) substituted to get 
TT(h) E n MV') 
(Tgk 
I l ^(y. + i)- (4-4) 
ff€h\k ILeh V* k c h 
By Proposition 1 a necessary and sufficiënt condition for (4.3) to equal (4.4) for all possible 
vectors of distributions with f<r(-) selected from $„, is that the corresponding coefficients 
o f
 [n«rek f<r(y*)] n<reh\k r"(y<^ + 1 ) a r e e q u a l for k 2 T. The balance equations (4.1) 
follow. D 
Corollary 1 
Let 7r(Ii) be a solution to equations (4.1) and let 7r(h,y) be the eoiiespuiidmg supple-
mented solution -vhen the o component of the vector of distributions is selected from <&a. 
Then 
£>(h,y) = ,r(h). (4.5) 
y 
Proo f 
The result follows easily by using Theorem 1 and summing equation (2.3). o 
Corollary 1 gives us a criterion for insensitivity of the discrete time GSMP. ff a solution 
can be found to equations (4.1) which is a probability distribution then the marginal 
distribution that the process is in state h remains invariant providing each distribution 
Fa is selected from <èa. In many naturcd special cases balance equations (4.1) reduce to 
simpler equations. In the next section we discuss some of these. 
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5. Some special cases 
5.1 The case when all lifetimes a re served 
A discrete time GSMP which operates so that every lifetime that is alive receives a 
unit of service at each time point can be modelled using the structure of section 2 by 
putting 
c(s, h) = 6Bh 
where 
if s = h 
if s ^ h. 6»h = \ 0 
It is also redundant to carry the argument s in the routing probabilities, thus we write 
p((h\si)L)S2,S2,h) for p ( ( h \ s 1 ) Us2,S2,h, h). It now follows that 
# ( h \ k, s2, (h \ si) U s2) = 6ksiP((h \ s i ) U s 2 , s 2 , h ) 
and so (4.1) reduces to 
ga= E , ( (h \k)us 2 ) p ( ( h N k ) u s 2 i S ^ h ) {61) 
1 1 ^ »2CS\(h\k) 1 1 V» 
s£h a€(h\k)Us3 
which must be satisfied for all k D T. Note that IJaehXk A'J1 appears on both sides of 
equation (5.1). If these terms were cancelled out the equations would be 
£*-- E OT)U^p((h\k)US2,s;,h). (5.2) 
1 1 /*» »»CS\(h\k) 1 1 /*• 
*ek *€»j 
Readers familiar with insensitivity results in continuous time GSMPs may see some sim-
ilarity between equation (5.2) and the partial balance equations, necessary and sufficiënt 
for product form in Standard continuous time GSMPs. The left hand side is analogous to 
the flux out of state h due to the death of the lifetimes in k and the right hand side is 
analogous to the flux into state h due to the birth of the lifetimes in k. 
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5.2 T h e case when only one lifetime is served at a t ime 
Many models of practical interest (for example, the discrete time version of the pro-
cessor sharing queue) have a single server who, at each time point, allocates his service to 
one of the existing lifetimes according to a probability distribution. Such GSMPs can be 
modelled in the current framework by putting c(s, h) = 0 if |s| > 1. With this restriction 
' c ( s 2 , ( h \ s 1 ) U s 2 ) p ( ( h \ s 1 ) U s 2 , S 2 , s 2 , h ) if | s 2 | = 1 
E a o6h\k c(5o, h \ sj)p((h \ si) , 0, {s0} ,h) if s2 = 0 * ( h \ k , s 2 , ( h \ s i ) U s 2 ) = 
= E * ( i L W ) E <So,h\Sl)p((h\Si),<è,so,h 
0 otherwise. 
For notational convenience below we write s for Equation (4.1) becomes 
*(h) 
H /*•
 8lCk 1 1 /*• ao€h\k 
*eh
 a €h\S l 3 
+ £ £ 7 r ( ( h \ S l ) U g 2 ) c( , 2 , (h \ s 1 )U, 2 ) P ( (h \ s 1 )U, 2 , , 2 ,h ) . 
eiCk s7es\(s\Sl) 1 1 /*• 
s € ( h \ s i ) U s 2 
5.3 T h e models of Daduna and Schassberger 
In [2] and [3] Daduna and Schassberger consider special cases of GSMPs in which it 
is not permitted for a transition to occur when the lifetime of more than one element of 
h is reduced to zero at the same time point. The mechanism employed by Daduna and 
Schassberger is to assume that such clements are allocated a new lifetime sampled from 
the original distribution. In our current model this is equivalent to putting 
p ( h , s 2 , s 0 U s 2 , h ' ) = £h h ' 
for all so and s2 with | s 2 | > 1. lubstituting this into equation (4.1) yields 
1 1 V» »iCks2CS\(h\8l),|82|<l 1 1 f1' 
+ E Tp" E c(soUsx,h). 
«tCk.lsj^l 1 1 V» s0Ch\k 
«Gh 
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Note that, for all h and k C h , 
]T Y, <s0USl,h) = l. 
siCks0Ch\k 
Using this, equation (5.4) can be rearranged to get 
ga Y: E ^ouSl,h) 
1 1 V» «tCk.lsjl^lsoChVk 
8lCkS2C5\(h\8,), |82|<l 1 1 ^ 
(5.5) 
If we now assume, as in example 5.1, that e(s, h) = £8h then the left hand side of equation 
(5.5) is zero whenever \k\ > 1. Employing the notation of Exmaple 5.1, the right hand 
side becomes 
E 7r((h\ k) Us2) , , , . , . U yjJ ^ p ( ( h \ k ) U s 2 , s 2 , h ) 
s2CS\(h\k),|s2|<l 1 1 V* 
•€('h\k)Us.2 
and it follows that the only way equation (5.5) can be satisfied is if p ( ( h \ k ) U s 2 , s 2 , h) = 0 
whenever |k| > 1. Hence in these circumstances the GSMP can have product form only if, 
in addition to no transitions occurring when more than one lifetime dies, it is impossible 
for more than one lifetime to be created at the same time point. 
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